INTRODUCTION

Pre-existing trauma systems and protocols and disaster plans are designed to address common management goals, and to ensure best possible practice in unusual circumstances. A key aim in any mass disaster event is to avoid diverting resources best used for complex patients by overwhelming specialized tertiary centers with minor casualties. The most crucial aspect of an effective disaster response is pre-hospital triage at the scene. Unfortunately, many triage systems have serious shortcomings in their methodologies and no existing triage system has enough scientific evidence to justify its universal adoption. Moreover, it is observed that the optimal approach to planning is by no means clear-cut and that each new incident involving burns appears to produce its own unique problems not all of which were predictable. In most major burns disasters, victims mostly have combined trauma burn injuries and form a heterogeneous group with a broad range of devastating injuries. Are these victims primarily burn patients or trauma patients? Should they be taken care of in a burn center or in a trauma center or only in a combined burns-trauma center? Who makes the decision? The present review is aimed at answering some of these questions.
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There appears to be a scarcity of burn specialists and specialist burn beds for all the disasters involving burns, in whatever country. Although the concept of triage is accepted within the burn care community, no formal guidelines exist that define how specific patients should be “ranked” after burn injury. Existing triage and acuity scoring systems are suboptimal and are biased toward traumatic injuries, usually ignoring mitigating factors such as alcohol and drug use and environmental exposures and are not optimal for “resource-intensive” injuries such as burns, which require a uniquely great commitment of supplies, personnel, and time to produce optimal outcomes.

Total body surface area (TBSA) burned provides a rough, objective index of injury severity. It is therefore obvious that accurate assessment of the extent of the burn injury is critical for the appropriate application of triage criteria. Unfortunately, when inexperienced personnel, including physicians, estimate burn size, significant errors occur, making accurate burn triage under field conditions impracticable. Moreover, other factors, most importantly patient age and inhalation injury, affect survival profoundly. These confounding factors can make the prioritization of burn patients difficult in a mass casualty situation.
Burn disasters

Almost 70% of disasters, classified as more than 20 dead at the scene, can result from natural causes (volcanic eruptions, earthquakes in urban settings, large forest fires, etc.), but most are man-made (fires with explosions, pipeline ruptures, building collapse with gas leaks, coal mine disasters, agricultural silo explosions, fires in public places, fires involving transportation, terrorist attacks, etc.). It is estimated that 20-30% of injuries from mass casualty events result in serious burns, many requiring specialized care. However, in spite of large numbers of casualties, the actual number of survivors with severe burns may be relatively small. Even though there are relatively few patients with severe burns following a mass disaster event when compared with the number of lives lost, burns occur in only a small number of survivors but they very rarely happen in isolation. In most major burns disasters, the victims mostly have combined trauma burn injuries and form a heterogeneous group with a broad range of devastating constellation of injuries, with injuries from blasts or chemical agents, greatly contributing to the pattern and severity of injuries.

Unfortunately, burn injuries are a major determinant of late deaths and have the highest specific mortality (40%) among all types of injury. It is also reported that many mass casualty burn patients have a high severity of injury (30% with an Injury Severity Score of 25 or higher) and that most combined burn and trauma patients require ICU (55%). Furthermore, patients with combined burn and trauma have the longest hospital stay. It is thus critical to determine how rescue and burn care should be organized in the event of such a disaster.

Mass casualty burn victims represent the greatest challenges at the scene where triage decisions are made. Burns > 20% TBSA are considered “severe” in the setting of a mass casualty incident. Although the management of individual burn cases is known, it is important to consider a more systems-based perspective, to enable coordination and the most effective resource allocation in times of disaster.

Although only relatively small numbers of victims require hospital admission and specialized care, these “small” surviving numbers necessitate a significant increase in resource allocation and can easily overwhelm hospital surge capacity, in particular, burn centers which typically have scarce bed resources. From the study of recent disasters it is observed that the optimal approach to planning is by no means clear-cut and that each new incident involving burns appears to produce its own unique problems not all of which were predictable.

Are these victims primarily burn patients or trauma patients? Should they be taken care of in a burn center or in a trauma center or only in a combined burn–trauma center? Who makes the decision? Unfortunately, there is still no comprehensive state, regional, or national disaster plan that incorporates the care of patients with both burns and other serious injuries to answer all these questions.

Triage guidelines for mass burn disasters

Classical on-site triage in mass casualty incidents is usually initiated according to standardized international procedures and algorithms by paramedics and/or emergency physicians. However, burn triage differs from classical triage of trauma victims in several ways because evaluation of burn severity necessitates a whole body examination difficult to perform in a potentially hostile environment and they should be initially monitored very closely as their condition can deteriorate rapidly. Moreover, unlike some other types of traumatic injury, burns are visually intimidating, often causing the wound to become the first focus of attention, rather than the overall condition of the person.

Major burns are among the most complex trauma cases to manage, given the constantly evolving pathophysiology of the burn wound, the potential for co-existent multisystem trauma, and the need for multidisciplinary care. Victims require specialized care both in the acute phase and in the subsequent weeks and months. Following a mass disaster, plans should focus on the triage and distribution of casualties to hospitals avoiding at the same time swamping the local hospital or Burn Unit with cases that do not need immediate highly specialized care. The requirement for ICU beds when treating burn patients is frequently the limiting factor in the acute response to mass casualty incidents.

Under the difficult conditions at the disaster scene, considerable skills are required to identify and categorize patients, and make sure they are sent to appropriate hospitals with adequate facilities and resources. Accurate estimation of burn extent and depth is not flawless. Moreover, attempts to predict the requirements of patients with massive burns are far more problematic and uncertain, particularly when associated with other major traumatic injuries. Burn patients require large amounts of human, infrastructural and consumable resources very difficult to quantify. The delayed demands on such resources are increasingly difficult to measure.

Ideally, patients with severe burns should be transferred to burns centers, other trauma patients to non-burn trauma centers, and those with time critical conditions to other tertiary hospitals. In the event of overwhelming numbers of casualties, secondary transfer of patients to distant burns centers for further management may be necessary to ensure adequate definitive treatment. The presence of people with burns >50% TBSA in a mass casualty cohort increases both acute and longer-term resource requirements exponentially, and also greatly extends the length of time.
of increased demands. This would significantly complicate decision-making with respect to resource allocation.\textsuperscript{10}

Existing triage systems are mostly based on the extent of TBSA burned and on burn severity scoring for determination of the required management as for ambulatory, non-specialized hospitalization, or burn center referral.\textsuperscript{7,12,14-20} Any patient with a burn injury >20% TBSA is considered to have a severe injury.\textsuperscript{7} In the setting of a disaster with mass burn casualties, burns referral centers should theoretically be reserved for the management of the more severe and complicated injuries; patients with burns <20% TBSA may be evacuated to a non-specialist facility; patients with severe burns must be diverted to specialist burns/trauma centers to optimize their chances of survival.\textsuperscript{1,3} However, specialist burns services have extremely limited capacity to deal with large numbers of complex patients,\textsuperscript{1} thus critical decisions must be made about who will benefit most from the available resources and facilities.

There is a general consensus that in a situation with resource restrictions or large numbers of casualties, hospital care can be delayed for patients with burns of 20% or less of the total body surface. Similarly, expectant care should be applied to patients with burns exceeding 70% TBSA and the available care facilities and resources applied to those with burns from 20% to 70% TBSA. With even greater restriction of health care availability, the upper limit of the maximum treatment group should be reduced by stepwise decrements of 10% until the surgical workload matches available resources. Triage modifiers also include significant coexisting inhalation injury and associated mechanical injury, each of which lowers the upper limit of the maximum treatment group by 10%. Conversely, burns of the hands, face, feet, and perineum, occurring in patients with lesser TBSA burns, will increase the medical care necessary for such patients.\textsuperscript{14,25}

It is obvious that these described categorizations are somewhat arbitrary and are not ideal in the majority of mass casualty disasters with associated burn injuries. Invariably most lead to under-triage or over-triage of burn patients in the likelihood of associated major fractures, vascular injuries, injuries to the brain and spinal cord, or inhalation burns all of which carry a worse prognosis.

**Discussion**

Triage in routine civilian practice identifies individuals with the most severe injuries who are likely to need the quickest and most concentrated life-saving treatment. Priorities in mass casualty situations, however, may be forced to change. Some severely injured patients, although theoretically salvageable, may be denied treatment; instead limited resources are used to care for those patients with the highest likelihood of survival.\textsuperscript{7} Unfortunately, many triage systems have serious shortcomings in their methodologies and no existing triage system has enough scientific evidence to justify its universal adoption.\textsuperscript{20} Despite several arbitrary attempts at categorization of mass burn injuries, no formal evidence-based guidelines exist that define how specific patients should be ranked,\textsuperscript{7} particularly when associated with other severe injuries.

Assessment of burn severity factors is decisive for placing the patient in the appropriate treatment center.\textsuperscript{10} Burn size itself provides a rough, objective index of injury severity. Based on anticipated outcomes compared with resource allocation extrapolated from civilian practice and burn injury survival curves, burn size has been fundamental to the elaboration of various burn injury triage tools and triage decision tables.\textsuperscript{7,12,14-19} The Triage-To-Benefit Ratio Table for patient assessment was developed by the American Burn Association. It provides emergency management services (EMS) with a reliable method for triaging large numbers of burn casualties in a timely manner. The table is based upon evaluating two risk factors: age and percentage TBSA burns.\textsuperscript{10}

Unfortunately, significant errors occur when burn size is estimated even by experienced personnel.\textsuperscript{7} In a triage scenario, such a mistake could literally mean the difference between life and death.\textsuperscript{7} Moreover, the paucity of information supporting some of our concepts about burn survival has been recently highlighted.\textsuperscript{7} Patients with large TBSA burned are increasingly rare, and data on their rates of survival are sparse. With such limited data, confidence limits are extremely wide and mandate that survival predictions be interpreted cautiously.\textsuperscript{7} Nevertheless, it is presumed that the survival statistics quoted are obtained under optimal circumstances from dedicated burn centers with abundant supplies, personnel, time, and financial support to devote exhaustive and meticulous care to every patient.\textsuperscript{7} In a mass disaster situation, survival figures may be quite different.

Association of frequently encountered other serious traumatic injuries in a mass disaster situation unfortunately has been given little place in the elaboration of burn triage tools. Other confounding factors, such as inhalation injury in addition to the fact that burns are singularly “resource-intensive” injuries requiring uniquely great commitment of supplies, personnel, and time to produce optimal outcomes, make the prioritization of burn patients difficult in a mass casualty situation.\textsuperscript{7}

In the face of a burn disaster situation, a common response is simply to send all patients immediately to a burn center. While burn patients do require the kind of specialized, comprehensive care available only at burn centers, there are other, more vital, patient care needs that must be evaluated and addressed before planning proper treatment.\textsuperscript{19} Though implementing at the scene a primary burn disaster triage tool such as the standard triage sieve-sort methodology based on START (Simple Triage Assessment and Rapid Transport) and SAVE (Secondary As-
essment of Victim Endpoint)\textsuperscript{28}\textsuperscript{29} is essential, it may not be sufficient. Serious consideration must be given to the associated injuries. To overcome the pitfalls of current triage tools, it has been suggested that on-site triage by specialized burn teams can improve the usual triage outcome. A better estimation of burn injury severity, which integrates assessment of surface, depth, and location of the burns, as well as the risk of inhalation or blast injury, may be achieved. This improves also the estimate of the probability of survival that will determine intensity and type of care and facility required.\textsuperscript{12}

Whether a given casualty must be considered primarily a burn patient or a trauma patient will depend on the most serious injury that ultimately determines prognosis and final outcome. Regardless, any casualty with a TBSA burn $>20\%$ is better attended to by a team knowledgeable in burn treatment and thus evacuated to a facility with such expertise. Victims on the other hand with relatively minor burns and severe traumatic injuries should follow triage guidelines relative to these injuries.

Although the operational and clinical implications of using multiple triage systems at the same incident are unknown, it seems reasonable to assume that for operational simplicity, communication interoperability, and clinical efficiency it is preferable for all of the responders at a given incident to use the same triage system, or at the very least operate from some common elements.\textsuperscript{26} Unfortunately, fragmentation and non-standardization of triage tools is a major handicap for proper planning and response following most disaster scenarios. Since they most frequently result in several injury patterns and since responders from multiple agencies using different triage tools may be involved, there is a need for model uniform core criteria for mass casualty triage.\textsuperscript{26}

Globally, mass-casualty primary triage systems and all their components must apply to all ages and populations of patients and must be applicable across the broad range of mass casualty incidents with the assigned triage category for each patient visibly identifiable (triage tags, tarp, markers). They must be simple, easy to remember, and amenable to quick memory aids and must be rapid to apply and practical for use in an austere environment.\textsuperscript{26} Needless to say that triage systems are resource dependent and the system must allow for dynamic triage decisions based on changes in available resources and patient conditions as well as in improved knowledge and scientific evidence.\textsuperscript{16}

It is also probably useful to form special burn assessment teams. A team, however, should not be deployed to the disaster area; it should instead move through the primary admitting hospitals to examine and assess priority cases in a relatively calm environment. Cases needing specialist Burn Unit/Centre care, if not already selected \textit{in situ} at the initial incident site, would then be transferred to appropriate hospitals, leaving the more minor problems to be looked after in peripheral hospitals not necessarily by plastic or burn specialists but by general surgeons.\textsuperscript{8}

### Conclusion

Disasters have been defined as situations in which the destructive effects of an event overwhelm the ability of a given area or community to meet the demand for health care.\textsuperscript{26} To meet resource shortages, triage at the scene is the cornerstone of any mass disaster planning. Following a mass burn disaster the importance of primary triage cannot be overemphasized due to the resource-intensive nature of burn injuries. Any under-triage would overwhelm the existing limited facilities while over-triage would condemn otherwise salvageable victims. Triage decisions are not easy particularly in the presence of confounding risk factors such as associated severe traumatic injuries particularly since there is still no comprehensive disaster plan that incorporates the care of patients with both burns and other serious injuries.\textsuperscript{10} Moreover, assessment of burns for initial triage decisions is not without major flaws even when performed by experienced senior officers. Additional difficulties facing proper primary decisions arise from the fact that modern burn treatment have evolved from the premise that all patients are potentially salvageable; as a result, surgeons increasingly are unfamiliar and uncomfortable with anything less than the most aggressive treatment.\textsuperscript{7}

There is no single moral theory that is able to successfully address every moral dilemma that is posed, and many will be posed during any mass-care events when resources are scarce.\textsuperscript{26} Many factors will need to be weighed and resources must be utilized in a prioritized manner to provide the greatest good for the greatest number of victims. Actions of first responders on the scene are crucial. The situation must be evaluated rapidly and as many hazards as possible must be mitigated rapidly. Subsequently an incident command must be established and victims rapidly assessed, triaged, rescued and evacuated.\textsuperscript{11} All decisions are aimed to improve the patient’s chances of survival, and are based on knowledge, previous experience, and a problem-based assessment algorithm.\textsuperscript{2} This is easier said than practiced.

Mass casualty triage is a critical skill. Although many systems exist to guide providers in making triage decisions, there is little scientific evidence available to demonstrate that any of the available systems have been validated.\textsuperscript{16} Evidence to support the use of one triage algorithm over another is limited. Moreover, the most widely recognized mass-casualty triage algorithms in use today are not evidence-based. Currently, the lack of a standardized mass-casualty triage system that is well validated, reliable, and uniformly accepted, remains an important gap and the development of effective triage protocols is an important research priority.\textsuperscript{4}
RÉSUMÉ. Un objectif clé après les désastres de masse de tous les types est d’éviter le détournement des ressources submergeant les centres tertiaires spécialisés de patients atteints de lésions mineures. L’aspect le plus crucial d’une réponse efficace aux catastrophes est le triage préhospitalier à la scène de l’accident. Malheureusement, de nombreux systèmes de triage présentent de sérieuses lacunes dans leurs méthodologies et aucun système de triage actuellement utilisé ne démontre de posséder les qualités scientifiques suffisantes pour justifier son adoption universelle. Par ailleurs, on observe que l’approche optimale pour la planification n’est pas nullement claire et que tous les cas de désastre par feu présentent des aspects particuliers non tous prévisibles. Dans la plupart des grands désastres par feu, la majorité des victimes présentent une association de brûlures et d’autres traumatismes et constituent un groupe hétérogène atteint d’une large gamme de lésions dévastatrices. Ces victimes sont-elles principalement des patients brûlés ou des patients traumatisés? Faut-il les prendre en charge dans un centre des brûlés ou un centre des traumatisés ou seulement dans un centre dédié aux soins des deux catégories de patients? Qui prend la décision? Les Auteurs de cette étude rentent à répondre à certaines de ces questions.
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